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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 
Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 
California, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Referen_ce herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
University of California. 
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. On the !'reparation of Stilbene Crystals 

R. F. Leininger 

January 26, 1951 

.ABSTRACT 

A method of !Jreparing large stilbene crystals suitable for use in 

scintillation counters is presented. 
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On the Preparation of Stilbene cr,rstals . . 

Introduction 

R. F. Leininger 

January 26, 1951 

In. the_ past several years considerable interest has been aroused in the 
I ' . 1,2 - .3 

growing of crystals for use as fluorescers in quantum counters. The methods 

described herein have been used successfully during the past year to produce , 

stilbene crystals for general use at the Radiation Laboratory. The_procedure 
; ' ~ . ; • ' t' ! _,.. . 

will be given in considerable detail so that persons unfamili~ with the tech-
.- '' \'f. . 

niques involved ~ duplicate the results. 
/ " . : i : - . 

Preparation of Materia:ls· 

Trans-stilbene obtained from the Eastman Kodak Co. was further purified to 

remove trace impurities by passing it through the column shown in Fig.- l. The 

20-in. section of l-in. diameter tubing was filled with grade F·l ~lcoa acti

vated alumina mesh 48..;100. The 11-in. section of glass tubing above the bed .of 

alumina-is· then filled with· trans-stilbene and the liter bulb filled with approx

imately 600 ml of. N-pentane. Heating is achieved by a glas~col heating mantle 

with power input reduced-to a value that gives a moderate rate of pentane re

fl.uxing., •: The apparatus as described will handle about 150 ·g.rams of .stilbene at 

a time and two charges of stilbene mey _be run through it before the alumina bed. 

need be replaced. " · ' , , 

Afte·r all· Of trre stilb.ene h·as been ·transferred tp the distillation flask, 

1,2 Review articles on scintillation counters 
· '.':(1)· Rober.t•Hdfstadter, ·Nucleon:tc-s:tt, No. 5, 29·(1949)'.' 

(2) Jordan and Bell, Nucleonics ,2, No. 4, .30 (1949) • 

.3 P. w. Bridgman, Proc. J.Jn. Acad. Arts and Sci. 60, .305 (1925). 
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the flask is cooled.and removed from·the reflux column, a condenser attached to 

it and the pentane distilled off using a hot water bath as a heat source (not 

over 60°0). Finally the stilbene is dried under vacuum, first by water aspira-

tor and then by a mechanical pump.-

Filling of Sample Tubes 

Rectangular cross section bulbs were blown into a mold ~aving the appearance 

Bl7d dimensions shown in Fig. 2. These bulbs were filled by distilling the stil-
; ., 

bene into them under a low pressure of argon. 

The d~tailed procedure is as follows. The apparatus used .is shown in Fig. 

3. The filled sample tubes hold approximately 120 grams of stilbene, and there-

fore ·130-140 grams of stilbene are introduced through the large stem on the 

still pot, after ·which the tube is sealed off. The s.ystem is then evacuated b,y 

a mechanical pump and heat applied to the still pot b,y mean's of a glas-col heat

ing mantle at reduced -voltage ( ..... 65 volts) -. The top of the still pot and the 

reflux column .is insulated by wrapping them with several l~ers of ohe_eseoloth. 
' 

As the stilbene melts gases and excess solvent are· given off and when it is' 

completely melted it will be found to distill rather irratioally und~r a. good 

vac1.1um. For this reason argon at a pressure of about 3 mm is introduced into 

the ~stem and.the s.ystem isolated. Under these conditions stilben~ vaporizes 

quite smoothly. As the material comes over from the distillation column it 

tends to solidify in the cold glassware. - A soft flame from a glass blowing 
' ' 

torch will melt it, and it m~ be kept molten in the sample bulb by an infrared· 

heating lamp,placed close to a flat side of the sampl~ bulb • 

. When sufficient liquid stilbene to fill the sample bulb almost to the top 

has come over, the heat to the still is turned off, the heat lamp'removed, and 
,. 

system evacuated to limit of a good mechanical pump. Under these-conditions the 
- -' 

stilbene slow~ cr,ystallizes an~ any dissolved gases are removed~ When the 

I 
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sample bulb is cold the tube. is sealed off and a hook bent in the end to sUpport 

it in the furnace. Since some purification is achieved by this distillation the 

excess material in the still pot~ etc. is removed by distillation into a waste 

bulb. 

Description of the· Crystal Oven 

The oven used maintained a definit~precisely controlled temperature'gradi-

ent by the expedient of maintaining the two ends of an insulated 9 massive, cop

per tube at controlled temperatures. A complete- drawing of the- oven is shown in. 

Fig. 4. Liquids boiling at constant pressure are used·to control the tempera-

ture. The two alcohols used were chosen so that the meltirig point of stilbene 
I . 

(124°C) would lie exactly between their boiling points~ 117°0 and 130°C. The 

spacing between the two boilers is such that a temperature gradient of 1° per 

inch is set up in it. 

To prevent oxidation. of the alcohols an atmosphere of argon is maintained 

in the boilers. A. mercury manometer having tungsten electrodes sealed into it 

is used to control the pressure in the system through solenoid valves. Sensi

tive relays are inserted in the circuit between the valves and the manometer to 

prevent arcing at the mercury-tungsten·contacts. The system is doub:j.e acting 

and will compensate from either side of the neutral position. It is necessary 

to make the rate of adjustment of the pressure small and to include ~ large ' 

reservoir (45 liters) in the system to prevent over shoot in the compensation._ 

Whi'le satisfactory temperature regulation ~ay be attained by operating the 

~ heaters from the tmregulated electric mains 9 much greater stability was observed 

when the heaters were operated through a voltage regulator. The usual degree of 

cont_rol was within the limits of.!, 0.03°C over a one-hour interval and .! O.i0°C 

over a periqd of 24 hours.· It might be pointed out that slow temperature shifts· 

are of little importance~ ,but that relatively small temperature shifts at high 
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' rates of change are very important in the growth of a crystal. Crystals are 

grmm in this' f'urnace at the rate of 1 5/.8 in. per day. 

Operating Procedure 

After assembling the apparatus~ it tested for leaks~ precision of pressure 

control, etc. The pressure on the s,rstem is set at 80 em so that excess argon 

may be vented to the atmosphere. The pressure regulator should maintain the 

pr~ssure constant to ! 1/4 mm of mercury. Two centimeters of mercury pressure 

chang~ at 80 em pressure will cause a shift in -boiling point of the alcohols of 

about 1 °C 0 A twelve·- in. piece of 10-mm glass tubing filled with stilbene . and 

sealed is a convenience i.n determining the level in the oven at which ,stilbene 

crystallizes. 

CrJSt~l bulbs are ,first held at the top of the oven to melt them (6~8 hrs.)o. 

When melted the bulbs are lowered out of bottom of the oven for inspection.·- If 

the stilbene is completely mel ted the tip of the capillary is cooled to form a · 

seed and the, crystal bulb raised to that height in. the oven that will .place the 

center of the capillary at the melting point of st,ilbene. _The crystal bulb is 

'then lowered by a rebuilt electric clock at 1 5/8 jn. per day until the con

tained stilbene is completely solidifiedo The oven.is then cooled gradually 

over a period of. 24 hours to room temperature and the crystal bulb removed. 

It must be emphasized that a seed must be present in the capillary when 

growth is started. If the stilbene is completely melted, on cooling it super

/ cools ,and then later. when it finaily starts to crystallize it does'so abruptly. 

This tendency to supercool will be observed if melting points are measured for 

the stiibene. It will melt sharply at.l24°C but may cool to as low as 106°0 · 

before cry,stallizing. 

Some precautions in handling stilbene might be noted. There is some ques-

' 
tion as· to whether stilbene is carcinogenic; it is certainly an irritant and 

\ ' ' ( 
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should-be handled with care. The crystals are very. fragile. Having a relativ:ely 

large coefficient of thermal expansionj they are .very susceptible to thermal 

shock. 

Cutting and Polishing Stilbene 

Crystals m~ be cut by a hack saw blade if extreme oare is used. Better 

control may be had if the blade is used without the saw frame. Any twist of the 

blade in the saw out is certain to fracture the crystal. As a more refined tech

nique a band saw was set up using laboratory equipment. The blade was multi

stranded ("" 4) 0.005-in. stainless steel wire using 400 mesh carborundum as a 

cutting agento Gum arabic in the abrasive mud aids in carrying it into the saw 

out. By using a light weight wire as a blade, torsional stresses are avoided 

while cutting the crystal. 

The rough crystals are surface finished using. Minnesota Mining and Mannf'ao~ 

tUl•ing Compa~ 1 s Wetordry sand paper. The 200 grit paper will remove material 

rapidly and the 320 grit paper yields a f'ine1y sanded surf'a9e. Finally the 

surfaces are polished using 600 mesh carborundtim o~ 'cheesecloth on a flat sur

face. All sanding and polishing operations are done wet. A very fine final 

polish m~ be had by rubbing moist 600 mesh carborumdum on the crystal w1 th a 
I 

I 

finger while wearing rubber gloves. In washing the crystal the water used 

should always be within'! 2°0 of tne crystal temperature. Very fine crystals 

- have been cracke_d by- att·empting to wash them in wate~ ; 0c cooler than the crys-
r. -

t~ itself" A basin of water standing in the room is most useful as a safe 

Conclusion 
' 

By using the methods described P,erein crystals have been grown that were 
I ' -

3/4-in. x 1 3/4 in. x 3i in. in size and free of fractures. More often however 

one or more fractures will appear alo'ng the length of the crystal •. It is more 
/ ' 

/ 
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difficult to cut and polish a ccystal without fracturing it than to grow the · 

crystal initially unfracturedo 

The crystals we have grown are not single crystals but a number, of crystals ' 
I 

.grown side by side with little or no discontinuity at the interface between 

crystals~ The evidence of such multiple growth is d~B.wn from the appearance of 

faces of crysta1.s before cutting a:nd the great tend.ency of crystals to fracture 

, ' along the direction of growth o. 

From the experience obtained to date·we feel that some of the precautions 

· used here were ~ecessary during development of the method, but should not be 

necessary in duplicating the equipmento I,f we were to set up the apparatt;s .on a 

limi te,Ei budget the micromax could easily. be · dispensed with as could also the 
I . 

voltage regulator for the heaterso The rest of the equipment is relatively 

·. simple and easy to fabricate. 

I am indebted to Profo Eo Segre for his advice and interest in the develop~ 
( 

ment of this procedure. 'This work was dorie .under the auspices of the Atomic 

Energy Commissiono 

'. 

Information Division 
2-9 .. 51 md 
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